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an addictive game that any player is sure to enjoy.n Bet, get more points than the dealer and win chips . How to play the
Carnival King slot machine As the rules of the Carnivale King slot machine, here you choose the type of cards. Choose closed
cards - these are cards that are usually kept in a closed deck. Your maps are your "difficulty level". No defenses, suit cards, top
or bottom deck. We choose cards, one open and two closed. You can also choose cards from any closed, but in this case, as a

rule, the choice will not be very useful.Since after dropping one or two closed cards, you will receive a certain number of points.
When you close the hole cards (or after this number in the bonus column), you will receive the game bonus. The Carnaval King
slot machine is based on the theoretical probability of a successful combination of cards. If the chances, coincidences, match

your calculation, then you get the winnings to your account. Just like in other slots, you can fund your account and play for free.
The amount of winnings depends on the number of your cards, on how many cards are in the closed, top or closed deck, on

combinations of cards, as well as on the influence on them, such cards as wild, king, queen, jack or any open card. To play slot
machines for free, you need to have internet access. Print this paytable on a printer, make a graph of paylines to make it easier
for you to understand how they will be built and played in the casino. Play slot machines for free as slot machines are available

whenever you feel like playing and you can play for free without registration but with real money.
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